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CZECHIA MOBILITY: FINAL PROJECT WORK

1. Preparing a 2-week DIARY of Czech students’ stay in Escola Secundária de Camões;

2. The final DIARY will be edited in the format of a digital BROCHURE, in English;

3. The DIARY/BROCHURE must be written depicting both Czech and Portuguese students’

perspective, i.e., it must describe not only the experience undergone by the Czech students

but also that of the Portuguese students who hosted their Czech partners;

4. Preparing a Photo Tour to Feira da Ladra.

5. Preparing a final 10-minute VIDEO of the 2 weeks in Escola Secundária de Camões;

6. The work will be developed in the following lessons:

a. PORTUGUESE

b. PLNM (Portuguese for Foreigners)

c. ENGLISH

d. GERMAN

e. IT

f. PSI (Computing Systems Management)

g. ARTS

7. In ALL the lessons from ALL subjects, students collect evidence to write their

DIARY/BROCHURE: they record small videos, they record audio fonts, they take photos and

they register vocabulary and any other sort of information in their notebooks;

8. Students may organise their DIARY/BROCHURE according to the following topics:

- The best food I ate in Lisbon

- An unforgettable moment

- My favourite place in Lisbon

- The Portuguese words I learned / The Czech words I learned

- One Portuguese song I listened to/ One Czech song I listened to

- Things I won’t forget…

- If I had had the time, …
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9. In IT, PSI and PORTUGUESE/PLNM/ENGLISH/GERMAN lessons, students will be divided

in 6 groups, each containing 1 Czech student:

9.1. The DIARY/BROCHURE topics are written and edited in the

PORTUGUESE/PLNM/ENGLISH/GERMAN lessons;

9.2. The VIDEO and the final edition of the DIARY/BROCHURE will be done in the IT

and PSI lessons;

10. The final versions of both the DIARY and the BROCHURE must be ready for the

SEMINAR in the Auditorium on the 15th February.

11. All the final projects must be upload to the Erasmus+ website (link to Camões Website)
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